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SUMMARY
In this paper, a new network structure
called generalized Hierarchical Completely-Connected networks
(HCCs) is proposed, and its properties and features are evaluated. Simple routing strategies for HCCs are also developed for
shortest-paths routing algorithms. A set of HCCs constructed
by the proposed method includes some conventional hierarchical
networks, then it is called generalized one. The construction of
an HCC starts from a basic block (a level-1 block) which consists
of n nodes of constant degree. Then a level-h block for h ≥ 2
is constructed recursively by interconnecting any pair of macro
nodes (n level-(h−1) blocks) completely. An HCC has a constant
node-degree regardless of an increase in its size (the number of
nodes). Furthermore, since an HCC has a hierarchically structured topology and the feature of uniformity, a wide variety of
inter-cluster connections is possible. Evaluation results show that
an HCC is suitable for very large computer systems.
key words:
interconnection networks, generalized network,
hierarchical network, completely-connected network, routing
strategy

1.

Introduction

In massively parallel computer systems, interconnection networks have become the center of focus because
network structures and topologies as well as the processing elements greatly inﬂuence the system cost and
performance [1], [2]. Among those network topologies,
many hierarchical networks (i.e., tree or hypercubebased topologies) have been proposed [7]–[25]; they
have the advantages of being able to deal with a huge
number of nodes, as well as with reductions in the nodedegree and/or the number of links.
These hierarchical networks have the characteristics of expansibility, scalability, regularity, uniformity,
and symmetry [6]–[25]. Those characteristics suited for
the systems are brought to the construction of the networks [1], [6]. The construction of the networks starts
from a ﬁrst level network topology (basic block), then
a higher level is constructed recursively by inter-block
connection. It should be noted that these hierarchical networks can be characterized by their basic blocks,
and that can be classiﬁed into four classes according to
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whether the node-degree is constant at diﬀerent levels
or not and whether the construction-method is applicable to any level or not.
First, the basic blocks in WK-recursive networks
(WK) [7]–[9], Multitriangle networks (MTR) [10], and
Hypernets [11] are completely connected graphs, rings,
and certain primitive topologies, respectively. The
node-degree in WK, MTR, and Hypernet is constant at
diﬀerent levels. However, their diameters are relatively
large. On the other hand, in Recursively connected
networks (RCN) [15]–[17] and Block-switch networks
(BSN) [18], although the basic blocks can be selected
from any of the connected graphs, the constructionmethod of RCN and BSN makes the node-degree increase linearly and does not bring the structure of
uniformity at diﬀerent levels. Third, Hierarchical interconnection networks (HIN) [19], [20] and Extended
hypercubes (EH) [21] have a particular network structure and/or the diﬀerent node-degree at diﬀerent levels. Fourth, Hierarchical hypercube (HHC) [22], Hierarchical cubic networks (HCN) [23], [24], and Cubeconnected cycles (CCC) [25] are diﬀerent from the ﬁrst,
second, and third classes. The construction-method of
HHC, HCN, and CCC cannot be applied to any level so
that these networks suﬀer from the lack of expansibility
at the recursion level.
In this paper, a new network structure called generalized Hierarchical Completely-Connected networks
(HCCs) is proposed, and its properties and features
are evaluated. The proposed HCCs mainly possess the
properties of WK and MTR mentioned above. A set of
the HCCs constructed by the proposed method includes
some conventional hierarchical networks, therefore it is
possible to say that the proposed HCC method is a
more generalized one. An HCC has a constant nodedegree regardless of increase in size. Furthermore, an
HCC has a hierarchically structured topology and the
features of scalability, expansibility, regularity, uniformity, and symmetry. Simple routing strategies for the
HCCs are also developed for shortest-paths routing algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the deﬁnitions and topological properties of the HCCs. Section 3 shows the routing strategies
for the HCCs. Section 4 evaluates an HCC and gives a
comparison between the proposed network and others.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1

The concept of an HCC.

Section 5 summarizes and concludes this paper.
2.

HCC Definitions and Topological Properties

To describe the networks as a graph, the terms and
the notations used in [12]–[14] are adopted here for
the HCCs. Let a network G be an undirected graph
G = (V, E), where V is the node set and E the link
set. When the degree of a node is the number of links
connected to the node, a graph G is called a regular
graph if and only if the degrees of all nodes are the
same. Given a network G, let a sequence of nodes
P = n1 , n2 , · · · , nk (ni ∈ V ) be a path from a node
n1 to nk where (ni , ni+1 ) ∈ E for i = 1, . . . , k − 1. For
any pair of nodes x, y ∈ V , the distance between x and
y denoted by d(x, y) is the length of the shortest path
from x to y. The diameter of G is the maximum value
among the distances of all pairs of nodes x, y ∈ V . The
following subsections explain how to make the complete
inter-block connection and the ﬁnal networks for HCCs.
2.1 Generalization of Hierarchical Complete Interblock Connection
There are two important points in designing a network
for a massively parallel computer system. The ﬁrst is to
have many adjacent clusters without changing the node
conﬁguration and link connection (expansibility). The
second is to maintain the low node-degree for further
expansion of the network (constant node-degree). The
concept of an HCC network is shown in Fig. 1. Note
that some internal links between two blocks are omitted
in Fig. 1 and the explanation of some extended links are
described in Sect. 2.2. Let h (1 ≤ h ≤ L) denote the
number of hierarchical levels for an HCC construction,
where L represents the maximum level. An HCC is
constructed by starting from a basic block, which is
deﬁned as follows:
Definition 1: (Basic block G) A basic block is a connected graph G which is composed of n (n ≥ 2) nodes
satisfying the following two conditions: (i) The degree

Examples of basic blocks (r = 2, 3).

of each node is the same constant value r (2 ≤ r < n),
that is, a basic block G is regular. (ii) Each node is
allocated a unique address from 0 to n − 1.
Let a basic block G be a level-1 block. By Deﬁnition 1, it is possible to select a basic block structure
among a wide variety of networks. This is one of the
key points for our network to oﬀer a generalized hierarchical complete inter-block connection. Figure 2 shows
some basic blocks (r = 2, 3). Note that other basic
blocks would be possible for r = 2 and 3.
Generally, a level-h (h ≥ 2) is constructed by completely connecting n level-(h − 1) (h ≥ 2) blocks by
inter-block connection for the HCCs because the number of nodes of a basic block G is n. When a level-h
block is constructed, the n level-(h − 1) blocks are often
called macro nodes. The macro nodes are applied for
constructing higher level blocks for further expansion of
the network as shown in Fig. 1. Although the construction of many hierarchical networks has been proposed
(see Sect. 1), deﬁnition 2 below is used for a level-h
block in the HCCs. Deﬁnition 2 is also utilized for
a generalized construction of the complete inter-block
connection.
Definition 2: (A level-h block) Consider macro
nodes which are n level-(h − 1) blocks, B0 , . . . , Bn−1 ,
for h ≥ 2. All nodes in each Bi (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) are addressed by xh−1 · · · xk · · · x1 , where xk ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}
and 1 ≤ k ≤ h−1. The subscript i of Bi (0 ≤ i ≤ n−1)
denotes the address of the macro node. The addresses
of all nodes in a level-h block are obtained by attaching a macro node address, xh = i (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1),
to the addresses, xh−1 · · · x1 , of all nodes in Bi . Then,
a new level-h block is constructed by appending links
for complete inter-block connection. The links are appended to the macro nodes so that there are links between pairs of nodes, X and Y , for all nodes in the
new level-h block, if and only if one node X with the
address xh xh−1 · · · x1 = ij · · · j (i = j) which satisﬁes
xh−1 = · · · = x1 = j, is connected to another node
Y with the address ji · · · i. Here, the appended link is
called a block-internal link and is denoted by B-link.
The degree, the number of nodes, and that of links
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of a level-h block for the HCCs are given as follows:
Property 1: Let r be the node-degree of a basic
block. For a level-h block, there are n nodes in which
addresses xh xh−1 · · · x1 satisfy xh = xh−1 = · · · = x1 ,
and the degree of the n nodes is r, the degree of any
node except the n nodes is r + 1. The total number of nodes is nh and the total number of links is
(nh (r + 1) − n)/2.
By Deﬁnition 2, the diameter of a level-h block for
the HCCs is given as follows:
Property 2: Let D(h − 1) be the diameter of a level(h − 1) block for the HCCs. For a level-h block, the diameter of a level-h block, denoted by D(h), is bounded
by 1 + 2D(h − 1) since every pair of level-(h − 1) blocks
are connected by a B-link of level-h. Solving D(h) ≤
1 + 2D(h − 1), then, the diameter of a level-h block for
the HCCs is given by D(h) ≤ 2h−1 (D(1)+ 1)− 1, where
D(1) is the diameter of the basic block G.
2.2 Construction of the Maximum Level Networks

Fig. 3

An example of the ﬁnal network (HCCG (3)).

In this subsection, let us consider the construction of
the maximum level networks by appending some links
so that the degree of all nodes is the same in the resultant network. Then the following deﬁnition is used for
the HCCs.

Property 4: An HCCG (L) is a regular graph if and
only if it is constructed from Beven (L).

Definition 3: (Even block and odd block) Let
Beven (L) (Bodd (L)) be the maximum level block being constructed so that the number of nodes in a basic
block G is even (odd). Beven (L) (Bodd (L)) is called an
even (odd) maximum level block.

As shown in Fig. 4, there are four construction-methods
when n is odd. Then, the ﬁnal networks from an
Bodd (L) are deﬁned as follows:
(a) : As shown in Fig. 4 (a), all nodes with degree of
r (from Property 1) in Bodd (L) have channels such as
I/O ports, and the rest of the nodes do not have them.
(b) : As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the E-links are appended
in the same way as in Deﬁnition 4. But in this case,
there exists only the node with degree r that is not
connected to any another node. Only that node has a
channel such as an I/O port.
(c) : As shown in Fig. 4 (c), by adding one spare node
to Bodd (L), all nodes with degree r (from Property 1)
in Bodd (L) are connected to the spare node by E-links.
(d) : As shown in Fig. 4 (d), by adding one spare block
(an arbitrary level-h block) to Bodd (L), all nodes with
degree r (from Property 1) in Bodd (L) are connected
to all nodes with degree r (from Property 1) in the
spare block by E-links, where the spare block has the
same basic block G structure as Bodd (L) and there is an
appended E-link between the two nodes with the same
digit.

2.2.1

Construction Method When n is Even

By Property 1, the method of construction of the ﬁnal
network from an Beven (L) is deﬁned as follows:
Definition 4: (HCCG (L)) In Beven (L), let HCCG (L)
denote a ﬁnal network being constructed so that the n
nodes with degree r addressed by i · · · i are connected
to the nodes addressed by i · · · i , where i represents n’s
complement of digit i. A link appended between the
two nodes, i · · · i and i · · · i , is called an extended link
and is denoted by E-link.
Figure 3 shows an example of HCCG (3) constructed by starting from a basic block G (r = 2,
n = 4), by appending the 6 B-links to the 4 level-2
blocks (macro nodes), and by appending the 2 E-links
to Beven (3). As a result, all nodes in the HCCG (3) have
the same node-degree of three. The following properties
are obvious.
Property 3: In an HCCG (L), the degree of all nodes
is r + 1, the total number of nodes is nL and the total
number of links is nL (r + 1)/2.

2.2.2

Construction Methods When n is Odd

Definition 5: (HCCG (L)-A, B, C, D) In Bodd (L),
let HCCG (L)-A, HCCG (L)-B, HCCG (L)-C, and
HCCG (L)-D denote networks constructed based on the
methods mentioned above (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. A set of all these networks is denoted by
HCCG (L)-A, B, C, D.
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3.

Fig. 4

Examples of the ﬁnal networks (HCCG (2)-A, B, C, D).

Routing Strategies for the HCCs

A routing strategy that is simple and eﬀective in data
communication is crucial for parallel systems. In addition, alternative routing paths are also required for
the systems since a congestion problem could occur if
there exist a large number of messages or faulty elements in the systems [1]. In this section, shortest-path
routing algorithms based on the usage of B-links and
E-links for routing on the HCCs are presented. In the
HCCs, there are two kinds of routing paths owing to
the construction of the HCCs. One is the path which
does not use E-links, the other is the path which uses
both B-links and E-links [14]. For simplicity, routing
algorithms in the class of the HCCG (L) are considered
as follows.
3.1 The Path not Using Extended Links

Table 1
Network
HCCG (L)-A
HCCG (L)-B
HCCG (L)-C
HCCG (L)-D

Properties of the HCCG (L)-A, B, C, D.
No. of nodes
nL
nL
nL + 1
nL + nh

No. of links
(nL (r + 1) + n)/2
(nL (r + 1) + n − 2)/2
(nL + 1)(r + 1)/2
(nL + nh )(r + 1)/2

Figure 4 shows examples of HCCG (2)-A, B, C, D
constructed by starting from a basic block G (r = 2,
n = 3), and by the methods (a), (b), (c), and (d),
respectively. HCCG (L)-A and HCCG (L)-B have I/O
channels. However, since HCCG (L)-A does not have
an E-link, the reduction of the network diameter is not
expected. On the other hand, since HCCG (L)-C and
HCCG (L)-D can route a message through a spare node
or a spare block, HCCG (L)-D may be better in terms of
fault tolerance. HCCG (L)-A, B, C, D have a constant
node-degree. Furthermore, they have the structure of
uniformity, because any part of the block has the same
structure as the other blocks such as shown in Fig. 4.
The following properties are obvious.
Property 5: In HCCG (L)-A, B, C, D, the degree of
all nodes is r + 1 and the number of nodes and that of
links are shown in Table 1.
Property 6: HCCG (L)-A, B, C, D denote the regular
graph if and only if they are constructed from Bodd (L).
Note that a reduction in diameter in the maximum
level networks would be expected due to their appended
E-links. However, the diameter of any HCC (the maximum level networks) cannot be derived from each class
of HCCG (L) and HCCG (L)-A, B, C, D because the construction of each class in HCCs has its own method of
appended E-links. Therefore, we regard the diameter
of any HCC as Property 2.

Routing strategies for the HCCs not using E-links of
level-1 are feasible for application to any existing routing algorithms [1] because they only depend on the basic
block structure. Therefore, in the following, the routings of shortest-paths based on a level-h (h ≥ 2) block
are shown. In a level-h block, consider a routing from
two nodes, S to T , where S = sh · · · s1 is the source
node address and T = th · · · t1 is the destination node
address, and assume sh = th .
For the selected paths from S to T , the paths can
be classiﬁed as the number of the using B-links of levelh, denoted by k  . Here, by Deﬁnition 2, let Bi (0 ≤ i ≤
n − 1) be a macro node (a level-(h − 1) block), dBi be
the distance of a macro node in Bi . Then, there exist
two kinds of shortest-paths, denoted by dk (k = 1, 2),
between S and T belonging to distinct blocks, Bi and
Bj , as follows:
• Case (k = 1) : d1 = dk = dBi + dBj + 1 =
d(sh−1 · · · s1 , th · · · th ) + d(sh · · · sh , th−1 · · · t1 ) + 1
• Case (k = 2) : d2 = dk = dBi + dBu + dBj +
2 = minu {d(sh−1 · · · s1 , u · · · u) +d(sh · · · sh , th · · · th ) +
d(u · · · u, th−1 · · · t1 ) + 2}. Hence, determine d2 when
the macro node address u of the block Bu (0 ≤ u ≤
n − 1) has been determined to be the distance.
In k  ≥ 3, the shortest-paths cannot be given by d3
as shown in [14]. Thus, in level-h, if d1 and d2 have been
determined by the routing, then the shortest-path can
be obtained by selecting the path given by d(S, T ) =
min{d1 , d2 }.
3.2 The Path Using Extended Links
Under the same assumptions made above, how to use
B-links and E-links for the shortest-paths based on a
maximum level network is presented as follows.
For the selected paths from S to T , the paths can
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the shortest path is given by d(S, T ) = min{do , doo , dx },
if aL = bL , then the shortest path is given by d(S, T ) =
min{do , doo , dxo , dox , doxo }. Therefore, it is possible to
obtain the shortest path in the HCCs. Figure 5 shows
the shortest paths in the HCCs. Note that the routing of shortest paths in any class of the HCCs could
be based on the algorithms mentioned above. Other
classes of HCC routing algorithms remain subjects of
future work.
3.3 Routing Algorithms for the HCCs

Fig. 5

Generalization of the routing paths for the HCCs.

be classiﬁed as the combination of the using the Blinks and the E-links of level-L. Here, when k is the
summation of the number of B-links and E-links on the
using path from S to T of level-L, l = l1 · · · lk denote
the type and the order of use of the B-links or the Elinks. Note that each li represents the link-type in the
i-th order used. If the B-link or the E-link is used, then
li = o or li = x, respectively. Now, by Deﬁnition 4, the
shortest-paths are classiﬁed and given as follows:
• Case (k = 1, l = o) : do = d1 (from Sect. 3.1)
• Case (k = 2, l = oo) : doo = d2 (from Sect. 3.1)
• Case (k = 1, l = x) : dx = d(sL−1 · · · s1 , sL · · · sL ) +
d(tL · · · tL , tL−1 · · · t1 ) + 1 (sL = tL )
• Case (k = 2, l = xo) : dxo = d(sL−1 · · · s1 , sL · · · sL )+
d(sL · · · sL , tL · · · tL )+d(sL · · · sL , tL−1 · · · t1 )+2 (sL =
tL )
• Case (k = 2, l = ox) : dox = d(sL−1 · · · s1 , tL · · · tL ) +
d(sL · · · sL , tL · · · tL )+d(tL · · · tL , tL−1 · · · t1 )+2 (sL =
tL )
• Case (k = 3, l = oxo) : doxo = minu {d(sL−1 · · · s1 ,
u · · · u) + d(sL · · · sL , u · · · u) + d(u · · · u, tL · · · tL ) +
d(u · · · u, tL−1 · · · t1 ) + 3} (u = sL , tL ). Hence, determine doxo when the macro node address u of the block
Bu (0 ≤ u ≤ n − 1) has been determined to be the
distance. Especially, if sL = tL , then doxo > dx , it is
thus not necessary to consider.
In the case k = 3 of l = ooo, xoo, oox, xox, these
paths are not provided with the shortest paths [14]. In
case k = 4, there are 8 possible routing paths such
as l = oooo, xooo, oxoo, ooxo, ooox, xoxo, xoox, oxox,
and the each path contains the combination of l =
ooo, xoo, xoo, oox, ooo, xox, xoo, xox in this order, respectively. In addition, in the case k = 3, the shortest paths which cannot be provided have been shown.
Therefore, shortest paths in the case k = 4 are not provided. In the same way, in case k ≥ 5, they need not
be considered.
According to the above discussion, if aL = bL , then

From the previous two subsections, the routing algorithms for the HCCs are given as follows:
Routing Algorithms for the HCCs
The function d = (S, T ) provide the distance between
S and T , where S = sL · · · s1 is the source node address
and T = tL · · · t1 the destination node address.
function d(sh · · · s1 , th · · · t1 )
if h = 1 then return a basic block d(s1 , t1 )
else if sh = th then return d(sh−1 · · · s1 , th−1 · · · t1 )
else return min{do , doo };
Procedure R(sL · · · s1 , tL · · · t1 )
if sL = tL then R1 (sL−1 · · · s1 , tL−1 · · · t1 )
else begin
if sL = tL then Select a path by
min{do , doo , dx }, decided by R1 .
else Select a path by
min{do , doo , dxo , dox , doxo }, decided by R1 .
end;
end;
Procedure R1 (sh · · · s1 , th · · · t1 )
if h = 1 then Select a path on a basic block G.
else if sh = th then R1 (sh−1 · · · s1 , th−1 · · · t1 )
else begin
Select a path by min{do , doo }, decided by d.
end;
end;
4.

Evaluations

This section describes the properties and the features
of HCCs, and the comparison with other networks.
4.1 Properties and Features of the HCCs
In this subsection, the features of the proposed HCC
are described to compare it with other hierarchical networks listed in Table 2. Also listed in Table 2 are the
features of the proposed HCC, WK, MTR, Hypernet,
RCN, BSN, HIN, EH, HCN, HHC, and CCC about the
level-1 network basic block (topology), a hierarchical
structure at each level, the node-degree type, and the
classiﬁcation of the networks as described in Sect. 1.
• Basic Block : In an HCC, when choosing a basic block G (the degree and the number of nodes) for
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Network
HCC
WK [7]–[9]
MTR [10]
Hypernet [11]
RCN [15]–[17]
BSN [18]
HIN [19], [20]
EH [21]
HHC [22]
HCN [23], [24]
CCC [25]

Table 2 Features of the HCCs and other hierarchical networks.
Level-1 (Basic block)
Level-2
Level-h (h ≥ 3)
Node-degree type
Regular connected graph
Gc
Gc
Constant
Completely connected graph
Gc
Gc
Constant
Gc
Constant
Ring
Gc
Hypercube (H), bus, tree
Gc
Gc
Constant
G
Linearly
Any connected graph
Gc
c
Any connected graph
Gc
G
Linearly
c
Any network (K1 )
K2
Kh
Diﬀerent
Hypercube-based Pyramid (P1 )
P2
Ph
Diﬀerent
Hypercube (H1 )
Hypercube (H2 )
−
Constant
Hypercube (H1 )
Hypercube (H1 )
−
Linearly
Ring
Hypercube
−
Constant
Gc : Completely connected graph

the design of a parallel system, there exists a tradeoﬀ among the number of nodes, the number of links,
and the diameter or the average distance [13], [14], [18].
Thus it is important that the physical constraints when
choosing a basic block structure from among a wide
variety of network topologies can be adjusted for implementing a system. The entries in the columns of
Level-1 in Table 2 represent the network topologies.
For HCC, RCN, BSN, and HIN, it is possible to select
a basic block structure among a wide variety of networks. Therefore, the choice of a basic block structure
is not very restricted, permitting, hypercubes, rings, or
completely connected graphs.
• Expansibility : Realization of many adjacent clusters without changing the node conﬁguration and link
connection aﬀects the VLSI implementation and cost
[1], [2], [6]. The entries in the columns of Level-2 and
Level-h in Table 2 represent the network structures of
the macro node; the same (or diﬀerent) notations in a
row denote the same (or diﬀerent) network structure.
For example, the two Gc s in the row of Hypernet are the
same. Although H1 and H2 in the row of HHC are both
hypercubes, the network structures are not necessarily
the same. Gc and Gc in the row of RCN and BSN are
highly diﬀerent structures so they lose their regularity
and uniformity in the level of recursion. K2 and Kh in
the row of HIN used either at diﬀerent levels or at each
level may have diﬀerent topologies (clusters). P2 and
Ph in the row of EH are pyramid-like connected structures. Thus, HCC (from Properties 4 and 6) is superior
to RCN, BSN, HIN, and EH as regards expansibility,
regularity, and uniformity.
• Scalability : A scalable architecture implies that
more processors can be added in the system [1], [2],
[6]. The construction of HCC, WK, MTR, Hypernet,
RCN, BSN, HIN, and EH can be applied to any level of
the networks. Thus, these networks are diﬀerent from
HCN, HHC, and CCC. However, RCN and Hypernet
suﬀer due to their low scalability when the level increases. The scalability of HCC is better than that
of RCN and Hypernet (shown in Fig. 6), where HCC,
RCN, and Hypernet used for comparison all have 8
nodes for each basic block. The scalability of HCC,

Fig. 6

Class
I
I
I
I
II
II
III
III
IV
IV
IV

Comparison with the scalability.

WK, MTR, BSN, HIN, and EH is similar, i.e., Nh+1 =
N1 × Nh , where N1 is the basic block size and h is the
level.
• Node Degree : A constant node-degree implies
the expansibility and uniformity without any hardware
change of each node for further expansion of the network [1], [2], [6]. An HCC always has the constant nodedegree of r + 1 for all nodes (from Properties 3 and 5)
regardless of whether the number of nodes in a basic
block G is even or odd. On the other hand, RCN and
BSN, HIN and EH, or HCN are not the constant nodedegree type because the construction method of these
networks requires additional links to be appended for
each node when the level or the network size increases.
The entries in the columns of Node-degree type in Table 2 represent the type of characteristics according to
the increase in network size.
According to the above discussion, HCC includes
WK, MTR, and Hypernet (in the case of hypercubes
in Level-1), and it is diﬀerent from networks not of the
constant node-degree type; furthermore, which do not
apply to any level as shown in Table 2. As a result,
we can conclude that HCC is diﬀerent from other conventional Level-2 networks and includes conventional
multi-level hierarchical networks. HCC is superior to
other hierarchical networks in terms of constant nodedegree, regularity, scalability, symmetry, uniformity,
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Table 3
Network
HCCG (L)
WK(k, L) [7]–[9]
MTR [10]
Hypernet [11]
RCN(A, L) [15]–[17]
BSN(G, L) [18]
HIN [19], [20]
EH(d, L) [21]
HHC(m, d) [22]
HCN(d, d) [23], [24]
CCC(c, d) [25]
GHC(w, d) [4], [5]
Torus(w, d) [2], [3]



#1

The architectural features of the HCCs and other hierarchical networks.
Nodes (N)
Degree (∆)
Diameter (D)
Links (E)
L
NG
r+1
2L−1 (DG (1) + 1) − 1
nL (r + 1)/2
W L , (k = W )
W
2L − 1
W (W L + 1)/2
3
2L − 1
3L+1 /2
3L
L−1
(d−2)+L+1
d+1
2L−1 (d + 1) − 1
#1
22
2L
∆A + L − 1
2L−1 (DA (1) + 1) − 1
#2
NA

2D ,(d

2m , (m = d × L)
2m , (m = 2d + d)
22d
c2d
wd
wd

EL = EL−1 SL + SL (SL−1 − 1)/2 (L ≥ 2)
L−2
(d−2)+1 , E = d2d−1
SL = 22
(L ≥ 2)
1

L−1

L(DG (1) + 1) − 1
(D − d)2D−d−1

(L − 1) N −N
+ N L−1 E1
2
d2D−1 + (D − d)2D−d−1

#3
d+1
d+1
3
(w − 1) logw N
2 logw N

d + 2(L − 1)
2d+1
d + (d + 1)/3 + 1
(5c − 2)/2
logw N
w
logw N
2

N −1
(d/2 + 1)[ 1−2
−d ]
(d + 1)2m−1
(d + 1)22d−1
3
N
2
N(w−1)
logw N
2
N logw N


#2

L

∆G + L − 1
D

L
NG
= log n = log(N/K))

EL = N 1/2 EL−1 + E  (L ≥ 2),
E  = N 1/2 (N 1/2 − 1)/2

and expansibility.
Table 3 lists the architectural features of these hierarchical networks. The measures are the number of
nodes or network size (N ), degree (∆), diameter (D),
and the number of links (E). Note that the number of
levels in these networks is given by L, and that d represents the number of dimensions; the base w numbers
giving its coordinates. It is assumed that the proposed
network is HCCG (L), and that HIN is a level-two network (cluster size K) having a hypercube network as
a basic block with 8 nodes [19], [20]. In Table 3, the
entries in the column of Links or Degree are used in
the following: in the hypernet (#1), S represents the
number of subnets [11]; in RCN (#2), N the number
of nodes of level-L [15]–[17]; in BSN, E1 the number
of links of level-1 [18]; in EH (#3), ∆N and ∆N C each
node-degree and each controllers one as ﬁxed d [21],
respectively. For reference, Generalized Hypercube [4],
[5] and Torus [2], [3] are also indicated in Table 3.

Fig. 7

#3

L



∆N = d + 1 (for all L)
∆NC = 2d + d + 1 (for all L)

Comparison with the costs (diameter × degree).

4.2 Comparison with Other Networks
In this subsection, an HCC is evaluated by comparing
it with other hierarchical networks in terms of the standard performance measures, such as cost as the product
of degree and diameter, degree, and the number of links
with increasing the number of nodes (as a function of
the network size) [2]. For simplicity, the HCC with a basic block G (r = 3, n = 8) is used for comparison. The
other networks indicated in Table 3, such as the RCN,
BSN, HHC (setting d = 3), HCN, CCC (c = d), Binary
Hypercube (BHC, w = 2), and two-dimensional torus
(Torus, d = 2) are also used. Since the WK, MTR, and
Hypernet are included in the HCCs and since the HIN
and EH are not completely connected structures at any
level, these networks are not used for comparison.
The cost (diameter×degree) is a criterion to measure the cost and performance of a computer system [1],
[2], [6]. In Fig. 7, although the cost of the HCC is rela-

Fig. 8

Comparison with the degrees.

tively higher than that of the other networks, the performance of the HCC is satisfactory up to about 30
thousand nodes. The node-degree reﬂects the number
of I/O ports required per node, so it is regarded as the
cost of a node [2], [6]. In Fig. 8, both the HCC and CCC
have a constant node degree. Note that the degree of
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the prevention of deadlock and livelock.
References

Fig. 9

Comparison with the number of links.

the HHC and Torus is the same as that of the HCC; that
of the BSN is the same as that of the RCN. The total
number of links gives a rough measure of the hardware
cost of a network. However, this measure enables the
fundamental global cost estimation of the network [2],
[6]. In Fig. 9, the HCC performance is second to that of
CCC. Note that the number of links in HCC is mostly
equivalent to that in Torus; that in the HCC which has
the basic block with r = 2 and n = 4 is the same as
that in CCC.
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5.

Conclusions

In this paper, a new network structure called generalized Hierarchical Completely-Connected networks
(HCCs) has been proposed, and its properties and features are evaluated to compare it with other well-known
hierarchical networks. Simple routing strategies for
HCCs have been developed for shortest-paths routing
algorithms. A set of HCCs constructed by the proposed
method includes some conventional multi-hierarchical
networks though it excludes two-level networks. HCC
networks have the property of constant node-degree regardless of the network size, and have the structure
of uniformity. Thus HCC networks are suited to very
large-scale next-generation computer systems.
Further research issues on HCC networks remain
to be explored; these include exploiting routing algorithms under various switching techniques and implementing a method of data communications considering
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